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ABSTRACT

reachability information using the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [lS; 19]. B G P is an interdomain routing protocol that allows ASes to apply local policies for selecting
routes and propagating routing information, without revealing their policies or internal topology to others: However,
recent studies have shown that a collection of ASes may have
conflicting B G P policies that lead to route divergence [10;
20]. Route divergence can result in route oscillation, which
can significantly degrade the end-to-end performance of the
lnternet. Avoiding these conflicting BGP policies is crucial for the stability of the Internet routing infrastructure.
Yet, to be practical, any technique for ensuring convergence
should not sacrifice the ability of each AS to apply complex
local policies.

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) allows an autonomous
system (AS) to apply diverse local policies for selecting routes
and propagating reachability information to other domains.
However, B G P permits ASes to have conflicting policies that
can lead to routing instability. This paper proposes a set of
guidelines for an AS to follow in setting its routing policies,
without requiring coordination with other ASes. Our approach exploits the Internet's hierarchical structure and the
commercial relationships between ASes to impose a partial
order on the set of routes to each destination. The guidelines conform to conventional traffic-engineering practices of
ISPs, and provide each AS with significant flexibility in selecting its local policies. Furthermore, the guidelines ensure
route convergence even under changes in the topology and
routing policies. Drawing on a formal model of BGP, we
prove that following our proposed policy guidelines guarantees route convergence. We also describe how our methodology can be applied to new types of relationships between
ASes, how to verify the hierarchical AS relationships, and
how to realize our policy guidelines. Our approach has significant practical value since it preserves the ability of each
AS to apply complex local policies without divulging its
BGP configurations to others.

1.

A natural approach to the route convergence problem involves the use of an Internet Routing Registry (IRR), a
repository of routing policies specified in a standard language [16]. A complete and up-to-date registry could check
if the set of routing policies has any potential convergence
problems. However, this global coordination effort faces several impediments. First, many ISPs may be unwilling to
reveal their local policies to others, and may not keep the
registry up-to-date. Second, and perhaps more i m p o r t a n t l y ,
even if ISPs decide to reveal their local polices, recent work
has shown that statically checking for convergence properties is an NP-complete problem [10]. Third, even if the registry could ensure convergent routes under a given topology,
B G P still might not converge under router or link failures,
or a policy change. Hence, rather than requiring global coordination, we believe that convergence should be achieved
by restricting the set of policies that each AS can apply.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet connects thousands of Autonomous Systems
(ASes) operated by different institutions, such as Internet
Service Providers (ISPs), companies, and universities. Routing within an AS is controlled by intradomain protocols
such as OSPF, IS-IS, and RIP. ASes interconnect via dedicated links and public network access points, and exchange

In this paper, we propose a set of guidelines for an AS to follow in setting its routing policies, without requiring coordination with other ASes. Our approach capitalizes on the Internet's hierarchical structure and the commercial relationships between ASes. These relationships include customerprovider, peer-to-peer, and backup. A customer pays its
provider for connectivity to the rest of the Internet, whereas
peers agree to exchange traffic between their respective customers free of charge; an AS may also provide backup connectivity to the Internet in the event of a failure. Under our
guidelines, routing via a peer or a provider is never preferable to routing via a customer link; furthernlore, routes via
backup links have the lowest preference. An AS is free to apply any local policies to the routes learned from neighbors
within each preference class. These guidelines conform to
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conventional traffic-engineering practices of ISPs, and this
might well explain why Internet routing divergence has not
occurred yet. However, it is crucial to make these guidelines
explicit since BGP itself does not constrain routing policies
to ensure convergence. Based on our results, we propose
a simple routing registry that requires each AS to disclose
only its relationship with each of its neighbors, rather than
the entire set of routing policies.

consisting of a 32-bit IP address and a mask length (e.g.,
1.2.3.0/24). An AS employs an intradomain routing protocol (such as OSPF or IS-IS) to determine how to reach
each customer prefix, and employs an interdomain routing
protocol (BGP) to advertise the reachability of these prefixes to neighboring ASes. BGP is a distance-vector protocol
that constructs paths by successively propagating advertisements between pairs of routers that are configured as BGP
peers [18; 19]. Each advertisement concerns a particular
prefix and includes the list of the ASes along the path (the
AS path). Upon receiving an advertisement, a BGP speaker
must decide whether or not to use this path and, if the path
is chosen, whether or not to propagate the advertisement
to neighboring ASes (after adding its own AS number to
the AS path). A BGP speaker withdraws an advertisement
when the prefix is no longer reachable with this route, which
leads to a sequence of withdrawals by upstream ASes that
are using this path.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of interdomain routing and discusses previous work on B G P protocol dynamics. Then, Section 3 presents a formal model of BGP that includes ASes
with multiple BGP speakers, both interior BGP (iBGP) and
exterior BGP (eBGP), and additional BGP attributes. We
define the types of relationships between ASes and describe
the hierarchical structure of the AS graph in Section 4. In
Section 5, we present our pblicy guidelines and formally
prove that adhereffce to these guidelines guarantees convergence for all possible initial states. We show how to permit additional flexibility in choosing between routes through
customers and routes through peers by making realistic assumptions about peer-to-peer relationships. Then, Section 6
discusses the robustness of our guidelines to changes in network topology, routing policies, and relationships between
ASes. We describe how to apply our methodology to new
types of relationships that can arise between ASes, and how
an AS pair can transition to a new relationship while preserving BGP stability. Section 7 concludes the paper with
a discussion of future research directions.

2.

The simplest distance-vector protocol would employ shortestpath routing. BGP allows a much wider range of policies
based on how the routers are configured. An AS can favor
one path over another by assigning a local preference. BGP
also allows an AS to send a hint to a neighbor on the preference that should be given to a route by using the community
attribute. An AS can control how traffic enters its network
by assigning a different multiple exit discriminator (MED)
value to the advertisements it sends on each link to a neighboring AS. Otherwise, the neighboring AS would select the
link based on its own intradomain routing protocol. An AS
can also discourage traffic from entering its network by performing AS prepending, which inflates the length of the AS
path by listing an AS number multiple times. Processing an
advertisement involves three steps - - import policies that
decide which routes to consider, path selection that decides
which route to use, and export policies that decide whether
(and what) to advertise to a neighboring AS - - that are
discussed in more detail in Section 3.

INTERDOMAIN ROUTING

In this section, we present background material on the Internet architecture [11] and the use of BGP for interdomain
routing [18; 19]. We also summarize previous work o n the
protocol dynamics of BGP.

2.1

Internet Architecture

The Internet consists of a large collection of hosts interconnected by networks of links and routers. The Internet is
divided into thousands of distinct regions of administrative
control, referred to as autonomous systems (ASes). Examples range from college campuses and corporate networks to
large lnternet Service Providers (ISPs). An AS has its own
touters and routing policies, and connects to other ASes to
exchange traffic with remote hosts. A router typically has
very detailed knowledge of the topology within its AS, and
limited reachability information about other ASes. ASes
interconnect at public Internet exchange points (IXPs) or
dedicated point-to-point links. Public exchange points typically consist of a shared medium, such as a FDDI ring or an
ATM switch, that interconnects routers from several different ASes. Physical connectivity at the IXP does not necessarily imply that every pair of ASes exchanges traffic with
each other. AS pairs negotiate contractual agreements that
control the exchmage of traffic. These relationships include
customer-provider, peer-to-peer, and backup, and are discussed in more detail in Section 4.

2.2

Protocol Dynamics

The growing importance and complexity of the Internet routing infrastructure has sparked interest in understanding BGP
protocol dynamics. Previous work consists of measurementbased studies of BGP protocol traffic and theoretical analysis of BGP convergence properties. Extensive traces of BGP
update messages have been used to characterize the structure (and growth) of the Internet topology, as well as the
stability of routes to destination prefixes [7; 13; 14; 15]. In
contrast, research on BGP convergence has focused on determining what combination of BGP policies would cause a
group of ASes to continually advertise and withdraw routes
to a given prefix [6; 8; 9; 10; 20]. BGP convergence problems would not arise if every AS selects shortest-path routes.
However, ASes can have conflicting local policies when they
use the local-preference attribute to favor a route with a
non-minimal AS path. This can result in route oscillation,
where an AS makes a decision and advertises a new route
to its neighbors, which causes neighbors to change their decisions; then, these ASes withdraw their previous route and
advertise new ones, and the process repeats.

Each AS has responsibility for carrying traffic to and from
a set of customer IP addresses. The scalability of the Internet routing infrastructure depends on the aggregation
of IP addresses in contiguous blocks, called prefixes, each

Previous research has studied route convergence under the
assumption of global knowledge of the topology and routing
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policies. The work in [20] analyzes route oscillation in simple
ring topologies, and suggests maintaining a global routing
registry of interdomain policies that can be checked for potential convergence problems [2; 6; 16; 20]. Expanding on
these observations, the work in [10] presents a formal model
of BGP that focuses on local-preference and AS-path-length
attributes. Since the paper proves negative results about
BGP convergence properties, it is sufficient to consider a
restricted subset of the protocol. In particular, the study
establishes that the problem of checking the convergence
properties is NP-complete, even with full knowledge of the
routing policies of each AS. In addition, the paper presents
several examples of conflicting B G P policies, including scenarios when the divergence occurs only after a link failure.
A follow-up paper [9] presents a dynamic model that captures the asynchronous processing of updates at each AS.
The paper formalizes the notion of a stable state where no
AS would change its routes, and a safe BGP system that is
guaranteed to converge to a stable state. The paper presents
a sufficient condition for a B G P system to be safe. However,
testing adherence to the condition requires full knowledge of
the AS graph and the set of routing policies for each AS.

//

Q BGPspeaker

F i g u r e 1: A n e x a m p l e o f a B G P s y s t e m t o p o l o g y

the updates to the immediate neighbors via an iBGP or
eBGP session. BGP-speaker pairs in the same AS use iBGP
to exchange routes learned from B G P peers. In practice,
an AS may configure its iBGP sessions to avoid a full exchange of routing updates between speaker pairs (e.g., by
using route reflectors). These optimizations are intended
to reduce iBGP traffic without affecting the routing decisions [11] and, hence, are not included in our model. Routing updates exchanged via e B G P sessions are transformed
according to the B G P policies. We consider an eBGP session
I E E between two B G P speakers, u and v. BGP speaker v
receives a set of route updates R on l from u. BGP speaker
v applies import policies to transform incoming route updates, and applies export policies before sending updates to
the neighbor u.
An AS can apply both implicit and explicit import policies. Let ira_import(l, v)[R] denote the set of updates after
applying the implicit import policy of v on edge l. Every
edge has an implicit import policy that discards a routing
update when the receiving B G P speaker's AS already appears in the AS path; this is essential to avoid introducing
a cycle in the AS path. T h a t is, if a(v) E r.as_path, then
ira_import(l, v)[{r}] = {}; otherwise im_import(l, v)[{r}] =
{r}. Let ex_import(l, v)[R] represent the set of updates after applying the explicit import policy, such as denying
or permitting an update, and assigning a local-preference
value. For example, an explicit import policy could assign r.local_pref = 100 if AS 1 appears in r.as_path or
deny any update that includes AS 2 in the path. Ultimately, the import policy transforms the set of updates R
as import(l, v)[R] = ex_import( l, v ) [im_import (l, v)[R]].

ABSTRACT M O D E L OF BGP

In this section, we present an abstract model of B G P that
we use in establishing the stability properties in Section 5.
The model extends the work in [9; 10] to include interior
BGP (iBGP) and exterior B G P (eBGP), additional B G P
attributes and operations (such as MEDs, community set,
and AS prepending), and the possibility that an AS has
multiple BGP speakers. This more complete model of B G P
is necessary for establishing positive results about system
stability.

3.1

~

CS~ AS

These results suggest that it may be possible to restrict local
policies in a way that guarantees B G P convergence, while
still allowing greater flexibility than shortest-path routing.
Our paper focuses on constructing a set of reasonable policy
guidelines that guarantee a safe B G P system, even under
changes in network topology and routing policies, without
requiring coordination between ASes.

3.

~

BGP Routing

The topology of a B G P system is modeled as a clustered
graph G = (N, V, E), where the set N consists of ASes,
the vertex set V consists of all BGP-speaking routers, and
the edge set E consists of all eBGP peering sessions. Each
B G P speaker belongs to one AS and an AS can have one or
more BGP speakers. Let a(i) E N denote the AS that B G P
speaker i belongs to. Each e B G P peering session involves a
pair of BGP speakers in different ASes. Each BGP-speaker
pair in the same AS has an iBGP session and a-cost metric
that represents the distance between the two B G P speakers
based on the intradomain routing protocol. B G P speakers i
and j in different ASes (i.e., a(i) ~ a(j)) has a set of eBGP
sessions E(i, j) C E, which may be empty. Figure 1 shows
an example of the topology'in a B G P system.

After applying the import policies for a route update from
an eBGP session, v exchanges the update with all other BGP
speakers in the same AS, using iBGP sessions. Each BGP
speaker v then follows a route selection process Select(S)
that picks the best route for each prefix. The BGP speaker
picks the route with the highest r.local_pref, breaking ties
by selecting the route with the shortest r.as_path. Note that
local preference overrides the AS-path length. Amongst the
remaining routes, v picks the one with the smallest r.med,
breaking ties by selecting the route with the smallest cost to
the B G P speaker that passes the route via an iBGP session.
Note that, since the tie-breaking process draws on intradomain cost information, two B G P speakers in the same AS
may select different best routes for the same prefix. If a tie
still exists, v picks the route with the smallest r.next_hop.

A route update r includes the destination prefix (r.prefix),
next-hop interface address (r.next_hop), AS path (r.as_path),
local preference (r.local_pref), multiple-exit discriminator
(r.med), and community set (r.c_set). Each B G P speaker
originates updates for one or more prefixes, and can send

Each B G P speaker sends its best route (one best route for
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each prefix) via eBGP sessions. The BGP speaker u applies
implicit and explicit, export policies on each eBGP session l
to a neighboring BGP speaker v, defined as ira_export(l, u)
and ex_export(l, u), respectively. Each BGP speaker u applies an implicit policy that sets r.local_pref and r.med to
default values, assigns r.next_hop to u's interface connecting
to l, and prepends u to r.as_path. Explicit export policies
include permitting or denying the route, assigning r.med,
assigning r.c_set, and prepending u one or more times to
r.as_path. For example, AS u could decline to advertise
routes to AS v that have community 10 in the community set. Also, AS u could prepend u two times to the
AS path for prefix 1.2.3.0/24 and for any route that includes AS 2 in the AS path. Ultimately, the export policy transforms the set of updates R as export(l,u)[R] =
ex_export(l, u)[im_export(l, u)[R]]. Then, u transmits these
transformed updates to v using eBGP sessions.

3.2

route is immediately available and that these routes are
propagated via iBGP sessions. This simplifying assumption does not affect the BGP convergence properties, as the
neighbors' updates would eventually become available (e.g.,
after finite propagation delay).
Since each BGP speaker operates independently, we cannot
assume that every BGP speaker is activated at the same
time. Instead, as in [9], we consider a subset A C_ V of
speakers that are activated at a given time. The remaining
BGP speakers do not apply the path-selection process and,
hence, do not change their best route. Therefore, the next
state s' = (st, s2,' ..., s~) has si' = BestRoute(i, s) for i e A,
I

and si = si for i ~ A. We let s 4 s' denote the transition
from state s to s' given the activation set A. The definition
of the state of a BGP system, and the notion of an activation set, allows us to precisely define the notion of stability.
Formally, a state s is stable if and only if s --~ s for any
activation set A. T h a t is, when the system is in state s, no
AS would change t o a different route.

Distributed Path Selection

The route-selection process proceeds in a distributed and
asynchronous fashion, triggered by advertisements and withdrawals of routes. Rather than modeling the exact timing
of message transmissions, we focus on the decision-making
process of each BGP speaker. For the sake of simplicity, we
focus on a single destination prefix d that originates from
ASd; since address aggregation does not affect the convergence properties, it is sufficient to consider the set of routes
to a single destination prefix. Each speaker applies the BGP
selection process to pick its best path to d, after applying
import policies to the routes that have been exported by
its neighbors. BGP is an incremental protocol, where each
speaker remembers the routes advertised by neighbors until
they are withdrawn, and selects a best path from this set.
In a stable state, a BGP speaker remembers precisely those
routes that have been chosen by its neighbors. Hence, for
studying convergence properties, it is sufficient to define the
state of the BGP system in terms of the route chosen by
each BGP speaker. T h a t is, we assume that each speaker
remembers only its own best route, selected from the set of
routes exported by its neighbors. As such, we define the
system state as a vector s = (sl, s2 .... , s , ) , where si denotes
the route chosen by speaker i = 1, 2 , . . . , n.

To study convergence, we define an activation sequence as
a (possibly infinite) sequence of activations. Let a denote
the activation sequence and a ( j ) C_ V denote the j t h activation in a. In studying convergence, we need to consider
sequences that activate each AS several times. In particular,
a fair activation sequence a is an infinite sequence that has
infinitely many elements j such that n E o'(j), for each BGP
speaker n E V. A BGP system converges on an activation
sequence and an initial state if it arrives at a stable state
after the activation sequence. Formally, for an activation
sequence o" and an initial state s °, a BGP system converges
if there is a finite j such that s o ~-~) s 1 ~-~) ... ~-~) s j and
s j is a stable state.
Thus far, we have defined the notion of a stable state. But,
some BGP systems have a stable state without necessarily
converging. For example, Figure 2 shows an example where
three ASes are connected pairwise and AS 0 originates destination prefix d [10]; with each AS, we list the set of possible
routes in order of preference. Both AS 1 and AS 2 prefer
the path through the neighbor over the direct route to reach
d. The system has a stable state. For example, AS 2 could
use the direct route (0) and AS 1 could use the route (2, 0).
However, the system could also oscillate between two unstable states. In the first state, both ASes have selected the direct route (0). Then, if activated simultaneously, both ASes
switch to their indirect routes (e.g., AS 2 switches to (1, 0)).
Then, if activated again, both ASes return to their direct
routes, and the process repeats. Whether or not the system eventually reaches a stable state depends on the exact
timing of the reception and processing of the route updates.
Hence, we define a stronger notion of a safe BGP system [9].
A BGP system is safe if it has a stable state and converges
under any fair activation sequence and any initial state.

Changes in the system state occur when one or more BGP
speakers apply the route selection process. Formally, activating a speaker applies the export policies of the BGP
'speakers in neighboring ASes, the speaker's import policies,
and the BGP path-selection process [9]. In particular, if
the BGP speaker resides in ASd, the route to d is a route
(denoted as r0) that contains a null AS path. Otherwise,
the selection of si can be affected by the route chosen by
any BGP speaker j that has a BGP session with a speaker
k E a(i). This includes the BGP peers of speaker i, as well
as the BGP peers of the other speakers in the same AS,
since i could lean:t about these routes via iBGP sessions.
The choices available to speaker i depend on the route s/,
the export policies of j , and the import policies of k:

Choices(i, s) =

r0,
if a(i) = ASh
UleE(k,j)^kea(i) import(l, k)[export(l,j)(sj)],
otherwise

Then, i selects a route BestRoute( i, s) = Select(Choices(i, s) ).
Note that the model assumes that each external neighbor's
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4.

HIERARCHICAL AS GRAPH

Our policy configuration guidelines capitalize on the fact
that ASes are interconnected in a hierarchical fashion. In
this section, we describe the relationships between ASes and
the resulting hierarchical structure.

~~

(2 0)
>

provider-to-customer

........

peer-to-peer

.............

backup link

@

as

(0)

Figure 2:

A B G P sy st em has a stable state b u t
might not converge

4.1

F i g u r e 3: A hierarchical A S i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n

Clients, Providers, and Peers

We assume that there is a hierarchical customer-provider relationship among ASes. The hierarchical structure arises because an AS typically uses an AS of larger size as a provider.
An AS u serving a metropolitan area is likely to have a regional provider v, and a regional AS v is likely to have a
national provider w; it is very unlikely that a nationwide
AS w would be a customer of a metropolitan-area AS u.
That is, if u E customer(v) and v E customer(w), then w ¢
customer(u). AS v is a direct provider of u, whereas AS w
is an indirect provider of w. Any direct or indirect provider
of u cannot be a customer of u. To simplify the discussion, we define two directed graphs formed by the customerprovider relationships. In the provider-to-customer graph,
the edges are directed from provider to customer. The resulting subgraph formed by only provider-customer relationships should be a directed acyclic graph (DAG), as shown in
the example in Figure 3. In the customer-to-provider graph,
the edges are directed from customer to provider.

AS relationships arise from contracts that define the pricing
model and the exchange of traffic. In a customer-provider
relationship, the customer is typically a smaller AS that
pays a larger AS for access to the rest of the Internet. The
provider may, in turn, be a customer of an even larger AS.
In a peer-to-peer relationship, the two peers are typically
of comparable size and find it mutually advantageous to
exchange traffic between their respective customers. Each
eBGP session defines a relationship between the two ASes it
connects. Although there might be multiple eBGP sessions
between two ASes, the relationship between the two ASes
should be uniquely defined. An AS a may have multiple
customers, providers, and peers. We define customer(a),
peer(a), and provider(a) as the set of customers, peers, and
providers of a, respectively. We let first(r.as_path) denote
the first AS in r.as_path. A route r is classified as a customer route of a if first(r.as..path) E customer(a), a peer
route if first(r.as_path) ~ peer(a), or a provider route if
first(r.as_path) E provider(a). Two ASes may also have a
bilateral backup agreement, as discussed in more detail in
Section 5.2.

A route registry can be used to verify the hierarchical relationships. Each AS a supplies its set provider(a), updating
the registry upon adding or deleting a provider. The registry can check for a cycle whenever any AS changes its set of
providers. This could happen when an AS adds or removes
a provider, or when an AS changes its relationship with one
of its neighbors; for example, a pair of ASes may transition
from a customer-provider relationship to a peer-to-peer arrangement. The algorithm for checking whether there is
a cycle in a directed graph takes o ( I g I + IEI) time [4],
where [E I is the number of edges and INI is the number
of nodes of the directed graph. As of January 2000, there
were 6474 ASes and 13895 AS interconnections known to
globally-connected BGP systems [17]. BGP permits at most
218 = 65536 AS numbers and the number of AS interconnections tends to grow linearly in the number of ASes [5].
Therefore, it is possible to run the cycle-detection algorithm
whenever an AS updates its list of providers to ensure the
conformity to the hierarchical relationships at all times.

The customer-provider and peer-to-peer agreements translate into several rules governing BGP export policies [1; 12]:

• E x p o r t i n g t o a p r o v i d e r : In exchanging routing information with a provider, an AS can export its routes
and the routes of its customers, but can not export
routes learned from other providers or peers.
• E x p o r t i n g t o a c u s t o m e r : In exchanging routing
information with a customer, an AS can export its
routes, as well as routes learned from its providers and
peers.
• E x p o r t i n g to a p e e r : In exchanging routing information with a peer, an AS can export its routes and
the routes of its customers, but can not export the
routes learned from other providers or peers.

If the provider-to-customer or customer-to-provider graph
has a cycle, the registry can efficiently identify the sequence
of ASes involved. If more detailed information is available
about the routing policies of these ASes, the registry could
check for possible convergence problems. Although checking
for convergence is an NP-complete problem [10], the check
would be applied on the subgraph, which would involve
much fewer vertices and edges than the initial AS graph.
Alternatively, the registry could instruct the ASes in the cycle to coordinate amongst themselves to avoid policies that

Drawing on our abstract model, consider a BGP speaker u
and with a link l connecting to an AS v E provider(a(u)) t3
peer( a( u ) ). For each r, if fir st( r.as_path ) E provider( a( u ) )U
peer(a(u)), then ex_export(l, u)[{r}] = {}.

4.2

Hierarchy
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LEMMA 5.1. The B G P system has a stable state.

would cause convergence problems, or to force the use of
a restrictive policy (such as shortest AS path) that would
guarantee convergence.

5.

PROOF: We prove the lemma by constructing an activation sequence a* that leads to a stable state for any initial
state. Let d denote the destination prefix and ASd denote
the AS that originates prefix d. Since the activation order
among the BGP speakers within an AS does not affect the
best route selection of the BGP speakers, we activate all
BGP speakers of an AS simultaneously. For simplicity of
explanation, we use the activation of an AS to represent the
activation of all BGP speakers in the AS. We activate ASes
in two phases. In the first phase, a AS selects a'customer
route if one is available, following Guideline A. This is accomplished by activating the ASes in an order that conforms
to the partial order in the customer-to-provider DAG. In the
second phase, the ASes that do not have a customer route
after Phase 1 get provider or peer routes. This is accomplished by activating ASes in an order that conforms to the
partial order in the provider-to-customer DAG.- Formally,
we have a two-phase activation sequence o'* as follows.

BGP POLICY GUIDELINES

This section presents policy guidelines that ensure that the
BGP system is safe. To simplify the discussion, we initially
consider only customer-provider and peer-to-peer relationships. We then extend the guidelines to include backup relationships. Since the route selection process for each destination prefix is independent of other prefixes, it is sufficient
to consider only one destination prefix d in describing and
analyzing the guidelines.

5.1

BGP Systems with no Backup Link

In this section, we present the policy configuration guidelines
for BGP systems that have only customer-provider and peerto-peer relationships. We first consider the guideline for the
case that any AS pair can have a peer-to-peer agreement.
Then, we expand the set of local policies by imposing realistic restrictions on which AS pairs can have peer-to-peer
relationships.

5.1.1

P h a s e 1: Activate
the partial order in
P h a s e 2: Activate
the partial order in

UnconstrainedPeer-to-Peer Agreements

Our guideline requires an AS to prefer a route via a customer over a route via a provider or peer. Formally, we
have guideline A for the explicit import policy of each BGP
speaker in AS a:

ASes in a linear order that conforms to
the customer-to-provider DAG.
ASes in a linear order that conforms to
the provider-to-customer DAG.

For the simplicity of the discussion, we partition the ASes
into two classes; the first class consists of ASd and ASes
that select a customer route in Phase 1. The second class
consists of the remaining ASes. We call ASes in the first
class Phase-1 ASes and ASes in the second class Phase-2
ASes. Similarly, we call BGP speakers in a Phase-1 AS
Phase-1 B G P speakers and BGP speakers in a Phase-2 AS
Phase-2 B G P speakers. The activation sequence results a
stable state independent of the initial state. We prove that
each Phase-1 BGP speaker reaches a stable state after its
activation in Phase 1 and each Phase-2 BGP speaker reaches
a stable state after its activation in Phase 2. In other words,
we prove the following two claims.

Guideline A
if ( ( f i r st( r l .as_path ) E customer(a)) and

( f irst(r2.as_path ) E peer(a) 0 provider(a)))
then rx.loc..pref > r~.loe_pref
"'Note that Guideline A does not restrict the preference among
customer routes or among provider or peer routes, which
leaves ISPs with significant flexibility in selecting local policies. In addition, ISPs have a financial incentive to follow
the guideline since an ISP does not have to pay its customer
to carry traffic. Guideline A allows a large number of possible con_figurations, much larger than policies based only on
AS-path length. To implement the guidelines, an AS could
allocate a range of local-pref values for each type of route
(e.g., 86-100 fox" customer routes and 75-85 for peer and
provider routes).

C l a i m 1: A Phase-1 BGP speaker reaches a stable state
after its activation in Phase 1.

Proof: We prove by induction on the order that Phase-1
BGP speakers are activated in Phase 1. Clearly, among
Phase-1 BGP speakers, BGP speakers in ASd are the first
to be activated. BGP speakers in ASd reach a stable state
as soon as ASa is activated. Let Phase-1 BGP speaker i
belong to A S , . Suppose all Phase-1 BGP speakers that
belong to an AS preceding ASh in Phase 1 reach a stable
state after their activation. BGP speaker i selects the best
route amongst its customer routes. All of the customers
precede ASh in the activation sequence for Phase 1. Hence,
each customer has either reached a stable state (earlier in
Phase 1) or does not get a customer route in Phase 1. Any
customer that does not get a customer route in Phase 1 does
not export its route to BGP speaker i according to export
policy rule. Hence, those customers' routing decisions do
not affect BGP speaker i. Therefore, BGP speaker i reaches
a stable state after its activation in Phase 1.

Guideline A ensures that the BGP system is safe. The proof
draws on how the local-pref assignment affects how each
BGP speaker picks its best route.

THEOREM 5.1. For a B G P system that has only customerprovider and peer-to-peer relationships, if all ASes follow
guideline A, then the B G P system is safe.

We prove the theorem by two lemmas. The first lemma
claims that the BGP system has a stable state. The second
lemma claims that the BGP system converges to the stable
state for any initial state and any fair activation sequence.

C l a i m 2: A Phase-2 BGP speaker reaches a stable state
after its activation in Phase 2.
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Proof." Following a similar approach, we prove by induction
on the order that Phase-2 BGP speakers are activated in
Phase 2. Let ASo be the first Phase-2 AS that is activated in
Phase 2. Clearly, ASo does not have any Phase-2 provider.
Since ASo's BGP speakers are not Phase-1 BGP speakers,
these BGP speakers can only get routes from ASo's peers
and providers. ASo's peers either (a) are stable after Phase
1 (if there is a customer route) or (b) do not export their
routes ASo (if the best route is a provider or peer route).
The peers that fall in case (a) are stable before ASo are activated. The peers that fall in case (b) do not affect ASo's
BGP speakers' route. Since ASo does not have any Phase2 provider, its providers are stable after Phase 1. Therefore, ASo's BGP speakers are stable after their activation in
Phase 2.
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F i g u r e 4: A B G P s y s t e m t h a t v i o l a t e s G u i d e l i n e A

Let Phase-2 BGP speaker i belong to A S , . Suppose all BGP
speakers that belong to an AS preceding ASh in Phase 2
reach a stable state after their activation in Phase 2. Since
no customer route was learned in Phase 1, BGP speaker i
must select a route from one of its providers or peers. Each
provider has already reached a stable state (either in Phase
1, or earlier in the activation sequence of Phase 2). Each
peer is either a Phase-1 AS or a Phase-2 AS. If a peer is a
Phase-1 AS, the peer's route is available to BGP speaker i
when it is activated in Phase 2. If a peer is a Phase-2 AS,
then this peer selects a route from one of its providers or
one of its other peers. The peer would not announce such
a route to BGP speaker i and, hence, the routing decision
would not affect BGP speaker i. Therefore, BGP speaker i
reaches a stable state after its activation in Phase 2.
•

2 are peers and both are providers of AS 0. Both AS 1 and
AS 2 prefer the peer route over the customer route, which
violates Guideline A. The resulting B G P system is not safe.

5.1.2

Constrained Peer-to-Peer Relationships

Guideline A assumes, that any pair of ASes could have a
peer-to-peer agreement. In this section, we make some realistic assumptions about peering agreements so as to relax
the guideline. In particular, we allow peer routes to have
the same local-pref as customer routes, to give ISPs greater
flexibility in balancing network load. Typically, a peer-topeer relationship is between two ASes of similar size. An AS
is unlikely to have a peer-to-peer relationship with one of its
(direct or indirect) providers. More generally, we say that
AS u is a peer-provider of v if there exists an AS w E peer(v)
such that u is a (direct or indirect) provider of w. That is,
u is a (direct or indirect) provider of one of v's peers. We
assume that peer-to-peer relationships satisfy the following
condition:

LEMMA 5.2. The B G P system converges to the stable state
for any initial state and any fair activation sequence.
PROOF: Given any fair activation sequence a, we prove by
induction on the ASes in the order given by Phase-1 ASes
followed by Phase-2 ASes where both Phase-1 and Phase-2
ASes are in the order of activation sequence cr*. It is clear
that each BGP speaker in ASs reaches a stable state after
a single activation. Suppose that all BGP speakers in the
ASes that precede AS,~ are stable after activation o'(t). Let
o-(t') be the first activation set such that all BGP speakers in ASh have been activated at least once between o'(t)
and tr(t'). Note that we can find t' since any fair activation
sequence activates a BGP speaker infinitely many times. Using the same argument as above, we can prove that all BGP
speakers in ASh reach a stable state after o'(t'). Therefore,
the system converges to the stable state after a finite number of activations in the fair activation sequence.
•

A s s u m p t i o n P : For any pair of ASes al and an, there is
J

.

no sequence of ASes a2,az, ...,an-1 such that ai zs a peerprovider of ai+, for any 1 < i < n.
A routing registry can check for violations of Assumption P
and notify the ASes involved, or force the system to abide
by Guideline A.
Assumption P allows us to relax Guideline A to allow a
peer route to have the same local-pref as a customer route.
Formally, we have Guideline B for the explicit import policy
of each BGP speaker in AS a:

Figure 4 presents an example of a set of policies that violates
Guideline A. The directed edges in the graph indicate the
provider-to-customer relationships, and the routes of each
AS are listed in the order of preference. AS 3 violates the
guideline since by preferring a provider route (via AS 2)
over a customer route (via AS 0). This BGP system is not
safe. Each AS initially selects route (0) and then decides
to change to a route through its counterclockwise neighbor.
This process can continue indefinitely. As another example,
consider the BGP system given in Figure 2. AS 1 and AS

Guideline B
if ( ( f i r st( r l .as._path ) 6 customer(a)) and

( f i r st( r2 .as_path ) 6 peer(a))
then rt.loc-pref >_ r2.loc..pre f
if ( ( f i r st( r l .as_path ) 6 customer(a)) and
(first(r2.as_path) 6 provider(a))
then r,.loc-pref > r2.10e_pref
Assumption P is essential for the stability of BGP system.
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(2 O)
(0)

the partial order in the customer-to-provider DAG. W h e n
the partial order allows m o r e t h a n one AS to be activated
next, activate an AS whose peers have all been activated,
breaking ties arbitrarily. W h e n all of the ASes have at least
one peer t h a t has not been activated, activate an AS only if
all of the Phase-1 customers of its peers have been activated.
If more t h a n one such AS exists, activate the AS who has
the shortest AS p a t h a m o n g its c u s t o m e r routes (minimum
length a m o n g all p a t h s learned from customers).
P h a s e 2: A c t i v a t e A S e s in a linear order t h a t conforms to
the partial order in the p r o v i d e r - t o - c u s t o m e r D A G .

(3 4 5 O)

.oo
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(5 0)
.
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-> provider-to-customer
........ peer-to-peer

Note t h a t we have the s a m e Phase 2 as in T h e o r e m 5.1.
O u r proof of the stability of Phase-2 ASes follows the same
argument. Therefore, we c o n c e n t r a t e on Phase-1 ASes. In
Phase 1, we impose additional order on ASes so that an AS
is activated only if all of its peers are stable or the routes
of its unstable peers would not affect the routing decision.
T h e order conforms to the length of the shortest customer
route. Since a peer r o u t e never has a larger local:pref than a
c u s t o m e r route, an AS never selects a p e e r route over a cust o m e r r o u t e w i t h a shorter AS path. Hence, this additional
restriction on activation order ensures t h a t a Phase-1 AS is
stable after its activation, following a similar a r g u m e n t as in
L e m m a 5.1. Next, we prove by contradiction that all ASes
are activated in Phase 1.

d

F i g u r e 5: A B G P s y s t e m t h a t
but violates Assumption P

obeys

Guideline

B

For example, the B G P system in Figure 5 violates Assumption P since AS i is an indirect provider and a p e e r of AS 3.
Applying Guideline B, AS 3 assigns equal preference to the
route (1,0) through its peer and the r o u t e (4, 5, 0) t h r o u g h
its customer; AS 3 u l t i m a t e l y favors the r o u t e (1, 0) with the
shorter AS path. ttowever, AS 1 prefers the c u s t o m e r r o u t e
(2, 0) over its direct r o u t e (0), and AS 2 prefers the r o u t e
(3, 4, 5, 0) through its c u s t o m e r over the route (1, 0) t h r o u g h
its provider. Assume t h a t initially none of the ASes have
a route to d. A f t e r AS 5 and AS 4 have b e e n activated,
assume that ASes 1, 2, and 3 are always activated together.
The first activation leads ASes 1, 2, and 3 to select routes
(0), (0), and (4, 5, 0), respectively. O n the n e x t activation,
they switch to (2, 0), (3, 4, 5, 0), and (1, 0), and the process
repeat indefinitely. This system would be safe if it followed
Guideline A by requiring AS 3 to favor the c u s t o m e r route
(4, 5, 0) over the peer r o u t e (1, 0).

Assume t h a t u is a (direct or indirect) provider of ASh and
never b e c a m e eligible for activation in Phase 1. Then, either one of u's customers was not activated, or one of the
customers of u's peers was not activated. W i t h o u t loss of
generality, assume t h a t u has a c u s t o m e r ul t h a t is a (direct
or indirect) provider of ASd t h a t was not activated. Similarly, ul either has a c u s t o m e r t h a t was not activated, or one
of the customers of u l ' s peers was not activated. W i t h o u t
loss of generality, assume t h a t ul has a peer with a customer
u2 t h a t was not e~ctivated. T h i s process cannot repeat indefinitely without encountering some AS at steps i and j
(i.e., ui = u j ) , since ASd has a finite n u m b e r of (direct or
indirect) providers. However, this is a contradiction, since
it implies t h a t A s s u m p t i o n P has been violated. Therefore,
Phase 1 activates all ASa's (direct or indirect) providers. •

THEOREM 5.2. For a BGP system that has only customerprovider and peer-to-peer relationships and conforms to Assumption P, if all ASes follow guideline B, then the BGP
system is safe.
PROOF: We prove the t h e o r e m by d e m o n s t r a t i n g t h a t the
B G P system has a stable s t a t e and converges to the stable
state for any initial state and any fair activation sequence.
Since the second part is similar to T h e o r e m 5.1, we concentrate on proving t h a t the B G P system has a stable state.

5.2

BGP Systems with Backup Links

Similar to L e m m a 5.1, we c o n s t r u c t a two-phase activation
sequence that leads to a stable state. We activate all ASes
in a linear order t h a t conforms to the partial order in the
customer-to-provider D A G in Phase 1. We impose additional constraints on the order of AS activations in Phase
1 based on the peer-to-peer relationships and the A S - p a t h
length. Therefore, B G P speakers get their c u s t o m e r and
peer. routes in Phase 1. T h e B G P speakers t h a t do not
get a route in Phase 1 t h e n select a route from a peer or
a provider. Therefore, in Phase 2, ASes are activated in
an order t h a t conforms to the partial order given in the
provider-to-customer D A G . Formally, we have a two-phase
activation sequence a* as follows.

C u s t o m e r - p r o v i d e r and peer-to-peer are the two most common relationships b e t w e e n two ASes. However, an AS may
also have a backup relationship with a neighboring AS. Having a backup relationship with a neighbor is i m p o r t a n t when
an AS has limited connectivity to the rest of the Internet. For example, ASes A and B could establish a bilateral
backup a g r e e m e n t for providing the connection to the Internet in the case t h a t one A S ' link to providers fails. AS C i s
a provider of AS A and AS D is a provider of AS B. ASes C
and D have a peer-to-peer agreement. Typically, A reaches
others via C and B reaches others via D. If the l i n k b e t w e e n
A and C (or B and D) fails, the backup link between A and B
is used for A (or B) to connect to the Internet. Initially, we
assume t h a t an AS pair cannot have b o t h a backup relationship and a customer-provider or peer-to-peer arrangement;
we relax this a s s u m p t i o n in Section 6.2.

Phase

Backup links are not m e a n t to be used unless a failure

1: A c t i v a t e ASes in a linear order t h a t conforms to
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d in the first four phases and have a backup link. Since these
ASes do not provide transit service, they can be activated
in an arbitrary order.

occurs. Hence, routes involving backup links should have
a lower local-pref than other routes. Note that a route
through a backup link is a route that contains one or more
backup links - - the backup.link does not have to be first
hop. Formally, we have Guideline C for each BGP speaker:

Using the same argument as in Theorem 5.1, the first two
phases ensure a stable state for all ASes that have a route
to d without using a backup link. Similarly, in Phase 3 and
4, all ASes that do not get a route in the first two phases
and have a route via ASd backup link reach a stable state.
Finally, in Phase 5, the remaining ASes that have a route
via their respective backup link get to a stable state. All of
these can be proven by induction, as in Theorem 5.1.

Guideline C
if ((rl does not contain a backup link) and
(r2 does not contain a backup link))
follow Guideline A or B to assign rl .loc_pref
if ((rl contains a backup link) and
(r2 does not contain a backup link))

rl.loc_pref < r2.1oc..pref
Note that in Theorem 5.1, the activation sequence gives a
linear order of ASes. Using the same argument, we can prove
that the BGP system converges to the stable state for any
fair activation sequence.
•

Note that, unlike Guideline A or B, enforcing Guideline C requires cooperation between ASes. An AS can not tell which
routes involve backup links between other AS pairs. Hence,
the BGP advertisements must identify these routes. This
is typically achieved using the community attribute (c.set).
Providers and customers agree on a community number that
indicates which routes includes a backup link [3]. When the
customer sends the provider a backup route, it assigns the
community number to the route so that the provider can
assign an appropriate loc_pref. See [2] for an example of
the configuration specified using Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL). Now, we prove that Guideline C
ensures that the BGP system is safe.

6.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we discuss the applicability of our guidelines to diverse and changing network topologies and routing
policies. Then, we demonstrate how our methodology can
be applied to more complex relationships between ASes, and
describe how an AS pair can transition to a new relationship
without disrupting system stability.

6.1

Robustness of the Guidelines

The network topology and routing policies are very dynamic
in today's rapidly growing Internet. Router and link failures,
and the deployment of additional network equipment, result
in frequent changes to the underlying topology. ISPs often
fine-tune their policy configurations to adapt to fluctuations
in traffic demands and changes in their internal topology
and connections to neighboring ASes. In addition, ASes periodically change their relationships by adding or removing
customers, peers, or providers. Our guidelines ensure the
stability of the BGP system even in this dynamic environment. Although these changes may trigger the exchange
of new routing information, and may ultimately result in
new routing decisions, the partial ordering among routes to
each destination ensures that the system reaches a stable
state. Alternate approaches [9] that establish convergence
properties by performing a check on the topology and policy configurations would have to reconfirm these properties,
with no guarantee that the new BGP system would be safe.

TI-IEOREM 5.3. If all ASes follow guideline C in setting
up their policies, then the B G P system is safe.
PROOF: We prove the theorem for the case that all nonbackup routes follow Guideline A. The similar argument follows for the case that all backup routes follow Guideline B.
Let ASd denote the AS that originates the destination prefix
d. We construct an activation sequence that leads the BGP
system to a stable state. We then prove that the system always converges to the stable state. The activation sequence
first propagates routes using customer-provider and peer-topeer links, and then propagates routes using backup links.
There are five phases; the first two phases are the same as in
Theorem 5.1, the third and fourth phase propagates routes
that use ASa's backup link, and the fifth phase activates
the ASes that have not gotten a route and have a backup
link. Formally, we construct an activation sequence a* that
leads to a stable state. The activation sequence activates
the BGP speakers in each AS simultaneously.

Similar to earlier work on BGP convergence properties [9;
10; 20], our guidelines focus on the application of local-pref
to prefer some routes over alternatives with a shorter AS
path. Since our work aims to prove positive results about
the stability of the resulting BGP system, it is important to
consider the impact of other BGP attributes and the possibility of an AS having multiple BGP speakers. The model
in Section 3, and the proofs of the theorems in Section 5,
allow each AS to have one or more BGP speakers. Speakers within the same AS do not necessarily choose the same
route. The ultimate routing decision may also depend on AS
path length (including paths with AS prepending), multiple
exit discriminators, and cost information from the intradomain routing protocol. BGP speakers consider these attributes after applying local-pref to the routes learned from

P h a s e 1: activate ASes in a linear order that conforms to
the partial order given in the customer-to-provider DAG.
P h a s e 2: activate ASes in a linear order that coIfforms to
the partial order given in provider-to-customer DAG.
P h a s e 3: activate the ASes that have a backup link with
ASd and have not gotten a route in the first two phases,
and these ASes' (direct and indirect) providers. The order
the activation of the providers conforms to the customer-toprovider DAG.
P h a s e 4: activate the ASes that have not gotten a route
in the first three phases in the order that conforms to the
provider-to-customer DAG.
P h a s e 5: activate the ASes that have not gotten a route to
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figuration first. We focus the discussion on a BGP system
that obeys guideline A. Similar arguments apply under the
other guidelines.

neighboring ASes. As such, these additional attributes only
impact selection of routes w i t h i n a preference class. For
example, AS path length may determine w h i c h customer
route is chosen but would not cause a BGP speaker to pick
a provider route over a customer route.

For example, consider a customer u and a provider v that
transition to a peer-to-peer relationship. Each AS may change
its configuration while remaining consistent with guideline
A. AS u does not need to change its export policies since
v remains in p r o v i d e r ( u ) t.J p e e r ( u ) . Similarly, guideline A
does not require u to change its import policies. AS u may
in fact modify its local-pref value for routes learned from v,
but differences in local-pref within a preference class do not
affect system stability. AS u does not need to coordinate
with v in making these changes. In contrast, AS v needs to
change its import and export policies. AS v stops exporting
routes learned from its providers and peers. In addition, the
import policy must apply a smaller local-pref to treat u as a
peer, rather than a customer. This removes an edge in the
provider-to-customer graph. Since removing an edge cannot
introduce a cycle, the resulting graph is still a DAG.

6.2 Complex AS Relationships
As presented in Section 4, the hierarchical relationships apply at the level of AS pairs. That is, the discussion implicitly assumes that an AS pair has a customer-provider or
peer-to-peer relatiouship for all destination prefixes. Since
the path selection process proceeds independently for each
prefix, this restriction is not actually necessary. In fact, allowing an AS pair to have their relationship depend on the
destination prefix is important for expressing more complex
policies. For example, two ASes may have both a peerto-peer and a backup relationship, where each AS provides
backup connectivity to the rest of the Internet in the event
of a failure. This arrangement does n o t violate our guidelines, since the relationship is still uniquely defined for each
destination prefix. The ASes have a peer-to-peer relationship for any prefixes belonging to either AS, and a backup
relationship for all other prefixes. The ASes would need to
use different ranges of local-pref values based on whether
the routes were learned from customers or from providers
and other peers.

Next, we consider a change in the opposite direction, from a
peer-to-peer to a customer-provider relationship, where u is
the customer and v is the provider. We assume that the final
customer-provider configuration does not violate the hierarchy in the AS graph; that is, the final customer-to-provider
and provider-to-customer graphs are DAGs. As in the previous example, AS u does not need to change its import
and export policies. Hence, u does not need to coordinate
with v. AS v changes its export policies to advertise routes
learned from other providers and its peers. In addition, v
changes its import policies to apply a higher local preference
to routes learned from u. Since the changes are isolated to
AS v, the BGP system remains safe. Stability problems
may arise if multiple ASes transition from peer-to-peer to
customer-provider relationships, if the resulting AS graph
does not retain its hierarchical structure. A routing registry
could be consulted as each provider changes its configuration, and can flag proposed changes that would violate the
hierarchical structure.

Similarly, an AS may act as an intermediary between two
ASes that would like to establish a peer-to-peer relationship.
For example, consider two ASes u and w that would like to
have a peer-to-peer arrangement. Suppose that u and w do
not have dedicated connections to each other, but that they
each have a peer-to-peer relationship with AS v. Normally,
an AS would not advertise routes learned from one peer to
another peer. But, AS v can agree to export routes learned
from u to w (and routes learned from w to u). T h a t is, mutes
r with f i r s t ( r . a s _ p a t h ) = u would be exported to w, and
routes with f i r s t ( r . a s _ p a t h ) = w would be exported to u.
AS v would not export these routes to any of its other peers
or providers. This arrangement obeys our guidelines. AS v
acts as a provider for u for routes to and from w (and as a
provider for w for routes to and from u), and as a peer for all
other routes. Hence, guideline A ensures the stability of the
resulting BGP system. We believe that a similar approach
can be used to analyze other potential relationships between
ASes.

The transition is more complicated when a customer-provider
relationship changes to a provider-customer relationship. This
situation is extremely unlikely to happen in practice, and
could be handled by performing two separate transitions
from customer-provider to peer-to-peer, and from peer-topeer to provider-customer. But, for the sake of complete-,
ness, we show how the AS pair can directly transition from
customer-provider to provider-customer. Initially, u is the
customer and v is the provider. Again, we assume that
the final configuration does not violate our assumptions of
a hierarchical relationship between ASes. We also assume
that at most one AS pair changes its relationship at a time.
Applying our methodology, we can show that the provider
v should change its configuration first. For example, suppose that u changes its configuration first. Then, during the
transition period, u sees v as a provider and v sees u as a
provider. This introduces two problems. First, there is a
cycle in the provider-to-customer graph. Second, both ASes
export all routes to each other. The resulting BGP system
may not be safe. For example, the two ASes are vulnerable
to the scenario in Figure 2.

6.3 Changing AS Relationships
Over time, an AS may change the nature of its relationships
with its neighbors. For example, a customer may grow large
enough to renegotiate its relationship with a provider, and
the AS pair may transition to a peer-to-peer relationship.
As part of evolving to a new relationship, the two ASes
may need to change their import and export policies. Ideally, these changes would occur simultaneously. However,
in practice, each AS configures its routers independently of
the other. As a result, the BGP system may go through a
transition period where one AS has changed its configuration and the other has not. Since these changes occur on
a human time scale, it is important to carefully study the
influence of the transition period on system stability. Our
methodology can be used to identify potential convergence
problems, a n d to determine which AS should change its con-
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Instead, suppose that u changes its configuration first. This
removes an edge from the customer-to-provider graph and
adds an edge to the provider-to-customer graph. Although
the resulting provider-to-customer graph has a cycle, we can
show that the B G P system is still safe during this transition
period. The provider-to-customer graph has exactly one cycle - - the cycle between u and v, since each AS considers the
other as a provider. Consider a particular destination prefix
d. We consider two cases depending on whether or not one
(or both) of the ASes has a customer route to d. Without
loss of generality, assume that AS u has a customer route
to d. Then, applying guideline A, u would prefer this routeover any route via v. Hence, the decision made by v has no
influence on u, and the system is safe. In the second case,
assume that neither AS has a customer route to d. Then,
both u and v must select from routes learned from providers
and peer routes. Neither u nor v would export such a route
to each other, since a customer does not tell a provider about
routes learned from peers or from other providers. Hence,
the decision made by each AS does not affect the other, and
the BGP system is safe. As such, our methodology demonstrates that the provider v should change its configuration
first.

7.
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In this paper, we present a detailed model of BGP, along
with a set of guidelines for ASes to apply in configuring
their BGP import policies. These guidelines capitalize on
the commercial relationships between ASes, and provably
guarantee route convergence for all possible initial states
without requiring global coordination. As part of ongoing
work, we are investigating how ASes can verify conformity
with our proposed guidelines. Since router configuration
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